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Oxford's new American Dictionaries for learners of English offer students a dictionary that is just

right for their level. Written specifically for students working to improve their English language skills,

these dictionaries support English learners, struggling readers, and special education students with

Basic to Advanced levels. Based on extensive research with U.S. teachers and language-learning

experts, these three new dictionaries help students:Transition from picture dictionaries more easily

by using words they can understand for definitions and using illustrations for more difficult

words.Learn content area words from math, chemistry, biology, geography, etc.Focus on the

Academic Word List and the Oxford 3000TM(the most important words to learn in English).Extend

their vocabulary with extra help note boxes throughout the dictionary-help with related vocabulary

synonyms, topic collocations, Academic Word List collocations, and word families, affixes, and

more.Write different types of texts in English, from resumes to e-mails to essays, with the Writing

Tutor (Intermediate and Advanced levels only).Included in each dictionary is a CD-ROM containing

a separate Picture Dictionary and a Topic Dictionary, allowing students to search for words by

content area or topic, and create their own topic dictionaries. The full A-Z dictionary is included with

spoken headwords and a 'record your own voice' function for practicing pronunciation.
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Oxford American Dictionary is particularly excellent for ESL learners.All translation comes with a

brief explanation of the word and different verbs of the word.Also, you receive a disk that gives more

practice for studying English.Ã¢Â€Â‹



I am an English language Learners Tutor and this is a great dictonary for kids whose first language

is not English...

As we all know, Google can be faster to review a word. Yet with this dictionary I do believe that for

non English speakers this will help tremendously, in ID the word, grammar definitions and also by

having the CD that will allow you to hear the word for better understanding plus how to use it

correctly.Worth the price I paid.

For the price I recommend this dictionary we saved $25. vs the books library. Was a great

experience but they dont send book to Puerto Rico...I need to send to a friends in Florida then send

it to me.

Oxford American DictionaryThis is a great book and the student I bought it for just loves it. She is

using both the book and the cd. Especially helpful are the examples of how words are used in

English.My student is a young nun from Tibet and she just loves all of the information available to

her in this book.

I truly love this dictionary. Its easy to find words for its two color prints seperating the word you're

looking for from its meanings.English being as my second language, I appreciate this dictionary over

other ones I have seen in the market.

I loved it! It is helping to learn English very well. I recommend it!

This is my favorite I love this dictionary it helps me a lot" everything that I ever try to search for is

inside,It is one of the best dictionary ever.
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